This paper contains an extension of a result obtained by H. Bart, M. A. Kaashoek and D. C. Lay in (2). These authors studied the reduced algebraic multiplicity RM(A; A o ) of a meromorphic operator function at a point A o 6 C. They proved that under certain conditions this quantity has logarithmic behaviour, i.e.,
m=O
These quantities were mentioned, but not considered explicitly, in (2) . From formulae (2) and (3) in (2) 
., T n eL(X, Y).
Then % ( A ; A o ) is equal to the number of linearly independent solutions of the equation
• ( ! ) * > -which are of the form x{t) = p(t)e*"', where p is a polynomial with coefficients in X.
A proof for this statement can be found in (8) The pole multiplicity plays a role in system theory where it is called the polar degree (see, e.g., (10) ). 
Proof. The second identity in (2) follows from the observation that <f> u ..., <f> n e / / ( X ) a r e linearly independent modulo A~\H(
Y)]nH(X) if and only if A<t> u ..., A<f> n are linearly independent modulo A[H(X)]nH(Y).
To prove the first identity in ( 
H(Y)r)A[M(X)]= H(Y)nS[M(X)] = H(Y)r)S[H(X)].
Hence, with A = SB, The characterisations obtained in Theorem 1 will be used for the proof of the (sub)logarithmic behaviour of the multiplicities.
(H(Y)nA[H(X)]) (H(Y)nS[H(X)]) (H(Y)nA[H(X)]) (H(X)nB[M(X)]) (H(X)nB[H(X)])
-
(Sub)logarithmic behaviour of the pole multiplicity
In this section we present a new proof for the sublogarithmic property of the pole multiplicity and we give necessary and. sufficient conditions in order that m p (AB; A o ) behaves logarithmically. We use these conditions in order to derive a result on the stability of this logarithmic behaviour under holomorphic perturbations on A and B.
Further, m p {AB;
and only if the following conditions are satisfied
which proves (7) . At the same time we see that equality holds in (7) if and only if
t is not difficult to see that conditions (9) are satisfied and only if
Indeed, (9, ii) is satisfied if and only if B[H l ] + (A~1[H(Z)]nH(Y)) = H(Y). As B[H(X)]nH( Y)
, this proves that (9, ii) and (10, ii) 
i). To see this let tp e (B[H(X)]+H(Y))n(A~l[H(Z)]
+H( Y)) and assume that i//£ H{Y). Without loss of generality we may take if/=B<p with <j> e H(X). Then <£ g / / , . From (9, ii) (which implies (10, ii)) it follows that there exist
e H(X), T) e A~l[H(Z)]nH(Y) such that Be B[H(X)]nH(Y) and

B^-Bd-t] e A-'[H(Z)];
in particular, B(<f>-9) e A'^HiZ)] and <j>-6 e H 2 \H u thus contradicting (9, i). We complete the proof by showing that (10, i) is equivalent with (8, i) and (10, ii) with (8, ii). First, assume that (10, i) does not hold, i.e.,
there exists ifi e ((B[H(X)] +H(Y))n(A~*[H(Z)]+H(Y)))\H(Y).
Without
loss of generality, ifi e A~l[H{Z)] and ip=B9+-q, with 0 e H(X) and -q e H(Y).
As k>0 
where 5 is the asymmetric distance (see (6) , Ch. IV, §2.1, Formula (2.1)). It follows from Theorem IV, 4.24 in (6) In (9) J. Vandewalle and P. Dewilde present necessary and sufficient conditions for the logarithmic behaviour of the pole multiplicity, or polar degree as they call it (9, conditions (73)). These conditions are entirely different from our conditions (8), but we shall explain that our conditions (10) 
are in fact a variant of their conditions (73). To this end, let P(X) denote the space of germs of principal parts at A o . Then M(X) = H{X)@P{X). If F(X) denotes the projection of M(X) onto H(X) along P(X) and E(X) = I-F(X) then conditions (10) may also be expressed as (i) (Im(BF(X)) + Im F( Y))n(Ker (E(Z) A)+ Im F(Y)) = Im F(Y), (ii) (Im (BF(X))nim F( Y)) + (Ker (£(Z) A)nim F( Y)) = Im F( Y).
In this formulation our conditions are already much like conditions (73) in (9) . There, however, a notion of orthogonality is involved. In our setting this can be achieved by denning where C is an operator like A, E(X), F(X) or a product of these. Using these notions, conditions (12) can be rewritten as
(X)* = I-E(X)*. Note that E(X)* ? E(X*). It is not difficult to prove that A*, E(X)*, F(X)*
and if A and B are both finite-meromorphic then conditions (13) are in fact equivalent with conditions (12), and therefore also with conditions (8) . Conditions (13) are, however, identical to conditions (73) in (9).
Logarithmic behaviour of the reduced algebraic multiplicity and sublogarithmic behaviour of the reduced zero multiplicity
In this section we prove an extension of Theorem 2 in (2). First we deal with the special case where A(A) is an injective 4>~-operator and B(\) a surjective 3> + -operator for A in a deleted neighbourhood of A o (cf. (8) , Proposition IV, 3.5), as the general case can be reduced to this case.
Proposition 1. Let A e H(\ o , L(Y, Z)) and B e H(k 0 , L(X, Y)) be finitemeromorphic atko and assume that the constant terms of the Laurent expansions of A and B at Ao are semi-Fredholm operators. IfA(X) is an injective Q>~ -operator and B(\) a surjective
Proof. Observe that both A and B have finite zero multiplicity as for both operator functions the constant term of the Laurent expansion at A o is a semi-Fredholm operator. It is not difficult to prove that AB has finite reduced zero multiplicity as well (cf. 
A-WZ)nAB[M(X)]) AB[H(X)]
= dim , TTfrnn ^r , , ,^ -dim •
(H(Z)DAB[H(X)]) (H(Z)DAB[H(X)]y
As A is injective and B surjective this reduces to
Note that (15), (16) and (17) remain valid if all denominators are replaced by HOKHL.
Thus we obtain
and the proof is complete. (2) shows that conditions of this kind are necessary in order to obtain sublogarithmic behaviour. A e H(A 0 , L(Y, Z)) 
Theorem 5. Let
Proof. All statements, except formula (19), follow from Lemma IV, 3.4 in (8) . If (iii) holds, then formula (19) follows from formulae (7) and (18). Assume that (i) holds. Then A is injective. In the proof we use the following notations:
U=A[M{Y)l V=A[H(Y)l W=AB[M(X}], J=AB]_H{X)},
K=A[B[M(X)]nH(Y)l L = A[B[H(?Q]nH(Y)l H=H(Z).
As 
